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How many cats?
0
Zero cats.
No cats.
How many cats?
1
One cat.
One black cat.
A black cat can eat red meat.
How many cats?
2
Two cats.
White and grey cats.
White and grey cats play in flowers.
How many cats?
3
Three cats. Grey, cream and spotted cats. They play up and down on walls.
How many cats?
4
Four cats.
Four cats are good friends of Paul.
How many cats?
5
Five cats.
Five cats play around the sitting room.
How many cats?
6
Six cats.
Six cats can sit together and watch the film.
How many cats?
7
Seven cats.
Seven cats play around the compound.
How many cats?
8
Eight cats. Eight cats do not want the dog.
What's this we see? A kitten is stuck in a tree! "I will rescue you!" Paul said.
"Mama, can we keep him? Just one more."

How many cats?
9
"Nine cats are too much." Mama said.
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Counting Cats
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How many cats can you count?

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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